Attached, please find the media coverage report for the period of February 1 - February 28, 2019. This is a selective report of the top Graduate Center media coverage for all academic areas.

Please note that this office promotes media coverage of the GC, all of its entities and affiliated faculty. The communications team can help garner press coverage of your research and other newsworthy accomplishments, as well as promote awareness of this work via our internal communications channels (the GC and ASRC websites and Twitter accounts). Below, please find several items of information that will be useful in helping us publicize your work.

* If you would like to publicize a forthcoming study about your research, please note our policies and protocols on submitting a request at least 2 weeks in advance of formal publication.

* If you are contacted directly by media for an interview, our team can help coordinate the details of the interview and ensure that organizational affiliations, titles and other items are addressed efficiently and correctly. Please let us know as soon as you are contacted so that we can lend assistance.

* Please also see the Media Experts listing of faculty (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Resources/Faculty-Experts) who frequently speak to the media. We are in the process of expanding the listed areas of expertise so that it more fully represents our GC faculty's knowledgebase. If you are interested in speaking with the media, but are not currently listed, please contact me at tdomi@gc.cuny.edu.

* Please note that all media entering the GC or ASRC buildings must sign in with the public safety desk. See the procedures for media access to the GC (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Policies-and-Procedures/Detail?id=35072).

Feel free to contact me at anytime with any questions you have about this report, or to discuss how the media relations team can assist you in publicizing your work.
Sincerely,
Tanya Domi

Featured Clips

Forbes [forbes.com] • Elaine Pofeldt • Feb 28 11:02 pm

This Trio Created A Business Around Killer Snails And Raised More Than $1 Million

is an associate professor of chemistry at Hunter College and CUNY-Graduate Center, with scientific appointments at the American...

Gothamist [gothamist.com] • Brigid Bergin • Feb 27 02:43 pm

Behind Jumaane Williams’s Big Win: A Small Army Of Citywide Support

"Steve Romalewski, Director of the CUNY Mapping Service at the Center for Urban Research at The Graduate Center / CUNY...

The Guardian [theguardian.com] • Samuel Stein • Feb 23 06:00 am

New York’s dance with Amazon shows us how to fight for a city’s future

the purpose of urban planning. Samuel Stein is a PhD candidate at the CUNY Graduate Center, and the author of the forthcoming...
Design principles for disease-sensing nanomaterials

novel cancer therapy. Story Source: Materials provided by Advanced Science Research Center, GC/CUNY. Note: Content may be...

It’s the peer effect, stupid: What makes schools like Stuyvesant great? It’s not test-based admission, but a broader culture of excellence

Chin is associate professor of sociology at Hunter College and the CUNY Graduate Center. They both graduated from Stuyvesant...

From Dreaded to Amazing

N. Davidson directs the Futures Initiative at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York and is author of The New...

Ralph Northam and the History of Blackface

I spoke by phone with Eric Lott, who teaches American studies at the CUNY Graduate Center and is the author of “Love & Theft:...
Ava DuVernay, Theaster Gates chair Prada diversity council after blackface outrage

Eric Lott, cultural historian and professor at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, about the complicated...

Press Coverage

Research reveals how metabolites can be used to inhibit epigenetic mechanisms and treat MS

paper, researchers at the Advanced Science Research Center (ASRC) at The Graduate Center of The City University...

Researchers identify how the bacterial replicative helicase opens to start DNA replication process

new research from scientists at The Graduate Center of The City University of New York, its Advanced Science Research Center...
Behind Jumaane Williams’s Big Win: A Small Army Of Citywide Support

Steve Romalewski, Director of the CUNY Mapping Service at the Center for Urban Research at The Graduate Center / CUNY...

Williams Wins Advocate Race, But Ulrich Carries Queens

ethnic lines. Map via the CUNY Graduate Center By David Brand Brooklyn Councilmember...

SMH: NYC Professor Says CUNY Illegally Seized & Lost Priceless Black History Documents & $12M Research

, was illegally seized by CUNY. The professor says years of research was boxed up and carted away by clueless CUNY security...
BQX streetcar plan jeopardized by Amazon withdrawal

plan,” said Samuel Stein, a PhD candidate at the CUNY Graduate Center who teaches urban studies at Hunter College. “Surely...

Labor's Hard Choice in Amazon Age: Play Along or Get Tough

problem, said Ruth Milkman, a sociologist at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, is that servicing buildings...

Black History Month: 10 Indie Print Magazines To Support

(a doctoral candidate in the Department of Art History at the CUNY Graduate Center) and Joanna Fiduccia (a visiting Assistant...

Taxing the wealthy is popular. Democrats have figured that out

Americans have been,” Leslie McCall, a political scientist at the CUNY Graduate Center, told the Times. For Democrats, the...

Why one Brooklyn school is embracing the separation of people of color from other groups

“district,” said David Bloomfield, an education professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. “So far, we have...

Tracy Drake and Kate Adler named inaugural recipients of SRRT Herb Biblo Travel Grants

Kate has an MA in American Studies from the CUNY Graduate Center and an MLIS from Queens College, CUNY. She lives...
Labor Unrest Is Erupting on Honduran Plantations

“Belabored” podcast, and studies history at the City University of New York Graduate Center. Follow her on Twitter: @meeshellchen. More...

Law school symposium celebrates 'Detroit's Abolitionist Moment'

professor of English and U. S. History at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. Reynolds is the author of...

To Close Achievement Gap, Give Legal Status to Undocumented Parents of Citizen Children

forces. *** Robert Cherry is Stern Professor at Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center. *** Have an op-ed idea or submission...

Expert to speak on history of slavery
Bennett is currently a professor working at the City University of New York in the graduate center. Advertisement Bennett...

**Manhattan Music By Meena Alexander**

a Distinguished Professor of English at the Hunter College and at the CUNY Graduate Center in the PhD program in English. The...

**Firstsite, Colchester, opens an interactive installation by the New York-based artist Zoe Beloff**

Museum, Participant, Momenta and The James Gallery at the CUNY Graduate Center. She has been awarded fellowships from The Graham...

**The orchid whisperers: Rare blooms find an urban perch**

Narango, a postdoctoral researcher at the Advanced Science Research Center at the City University of New York and visiting...
NYC has the country’s most segregated schools; will the city’s plan to change that make its best schools worse?

to improve diversity. David Bloomfield, an education professor at the CUNY Graduate Center, is particularly critical of the...

Meena Alexander

she was Distinguished Professor of English at Hunter College and at the CUNY Graduate Center in the PhD program in English...

A school that embraces a trendy model: The start-up

of educational leadership, law and policy at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center, said the STEAM Center needed to...

Whitney Acquires an Iconic Norman Lewis Ab-Ex Painting for its Collection
programs. Lewis had his first retrospective exhibition in 1976 at the CUNY Graduate Center in New York. It took another 20...

Opinion: Tighten New York’s School Immunization Law

Professor of Education Leadership, Law and Policy at Brooklyn College and The CUNY Graduate Center. He is the author, among...

In this California classroom, students teach each other their home languages — and learn acceptance

s Mam! I speak Mam!” Researchers at the Graduate Center of City University of New York say when students see their home languages...

Assessing the city’s Hurricane Sandy recovery program six years later

city and the Center for Urban Research at the City University of New York Graduate Center, researchers explored what went wrong...
Transforming Society Through Documentary Theatre: Peter Eckersall In Conversation With Lebanese Director Sahar Assaf

, American University of Beirut. We gratefully acknowledge the support of the Graduate Center CUNY, the Martin E. Segal Theatre...

Dubai Host Seventh Annual Government Summit; Tehran Celebrates 40 Years Since Islamic Revolution; U.S. Backed Forces Attack Last Syrian Town

sir. Your thoughts. PAUL KRUGMAN, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, GRADUATE CENTER OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK: Well, I mean,...

Public Education’s Dirty Secret

Marie-Antoinette. She has a PhD in French Literature from CUNY Graduate Center, and got her late husband Jack Holland’s last...
DNA Ancestry Kits: The Risks to Consider Before You Spit

University of York and adjunct professor at New York University and CUNY Graduate Center. But having your DNA information stolen...

New Orleans CityBusiness [neworleanscitybusiness.com] • Michael Joe • Feb 8 11:46 am

Local building unions, immigrant labor advocates unite over worker misclassification

Ruth Milkman, a sociology professor and labor expert at The Graduate Center of the City University of New York. Then, in 2000,...

City Limits [citylimits.org] • Theodora Yu • Feb 8 10:07 am

A Chinatown Matchmaker. An Immigration Crackdown. Who Decides What Love is?

Philip Kasinitz, a sociology professor at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. Without papers, unauthorized...

City & State [cityandstateny.com] • CESAR VARGAS • Feb 7 03:54 pm

City Council underfunds CUNY Mexican Studies Institute

population is rapidly growing. According to a 2017 study by the CUNY Graduate Center, Mexican-Americans went from 3 percent...
Gucci Removes $890 ‘Blackface’ Sweater, Apologizes After Receiving Backlash

DuBois spoke with Eric Lott, a professor at the graduate center of the City University of New York for a CBS Sunday Morning interview. He...

NYC students make history, highest graduation ever for the public schools

that are lagging. David Bloomfield, Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center Education Professor said that statistics are...

Weekly Events Calendar: Feb. 7 to Feb. 13

alternative narratives for the future of the city. The Skylight Room at the Graduate Center, CUNY 365 5th Ave., Mnhtn THURS...
Affiliated Society News for February 2019

D. Gerstenecker, University of Virginia; Caroline Gillaspie, The Graduate Center, CUNY; Amy Catherine Hulshoff, University...

Smithsonian.com [smithsonianmag.com] • Libby Copeland • Feb 3 10:06 pm

How Researchers Are Beginning to Gently Probe the Science Behind ASMR

Ro, a professor of psychology and neuroscience at the City University of New York Graduate Center, said in an email that the...

Sarasota Herald-Tribune [heraldtribune.com] • Jay Handelman • Feb 3 04:58 am

Singer, composer, actress Helga Davis wins 2019 Greenfield Prize

Institute and the director of public programs for the Graduate Center at the City University of New York, saw something in...

Epeak World News [epeak.in] • Feb 2 08:09 am

Amazon's NYC Campus, Donald Trump's Rise, & NY's Prison Boom All Share A Common Ancestor:
Gothamist • Epeak World News
"said Samuel Stein, a PhD student at Graduate Center of the City University of New York who teaches urban studies at Hunter...